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fictions deleted

by traction submaxed forlorn smartly by
medial process cora thick(ed) prose crackt
thickest of 3 analysis however grand
lower (g)land ducked pluckt free of
expose retracked paralysis thickets
formed partly by flicker ceaseless
media subtrax by fictions
deleted...

07.04.06

extreme mining

extreme extermination powdery limn-salvage sultan
examined warder pursed melodious vatic borough lye
overtone (d) subject's pockets dispensed flume fork
with memory's formidable flummery or pith lens clock
analyzed & labouriously cultivated abject bone thus
exultant savage column power parsed ardent mine

07.05.06



forks exposed

by forks nodded & shed tears
fan gerls by-sea grabbed quarry
crickets radial burnt eyebrows
ray/meat as carved wound-rat
fleece howls descent into log
argument 'tween heroes & whales
dusts & flowered eyelashes
exposed where it nerved

07.18.06



therefore water
 
lime attic severed axis irrigation
therefore virtually overwrapped
lyre borne programmed storied plastic
therefore material passes safely
loom seed lab - or a tory rug ged ness
therefore these tests have shown sterility
tone mine submaxillary verse non-toxic
therefore water is hypnotic & wine

07.21.06

elastic orders

elastic aloof  borders or spines
remain obliquely inclined taint
nor text nor image extend fevers
downward & backward to inferior angle
even as ever begins untoward
therefore containers are packed uniquely
knot vines azoic ensures orders

07.27.06



therefore it is

therefore the superior flap is reflected
if divisive thereby occluded
therefore when the bladder is empty
wind before the ladder the inner
therefore the outer surface is divided
flip interior therefore ample
it is obliterated therefore refracted

07.29.06

periodic breakfast

therefore the periodic is
a superior flap
therefore no latitude for
a sharp knife incised along the border
therefore this doubtful
attempt to dicipher esoteric dialect
therefore our actions
proved a popular breakfast dish

07.31.06



thereby

therefore the harp altitude
passes over the facial (f)ramus as
the knife shouts therefore
& lou costello is ligated as
fictions therefore fish
cookies creating timid souls 
therefore they call it exoteric art
thereby plafforming the gerster

08.03.06

THEREAFTER

thereafter masking forks until derailments
so therefore sex & eggs are obviously engendered w/innocence
wherefore or whenever saxophones
palladed w/ red grills
moreover entwined and obviated
there & then for making undressed installments
paraded wherein bred gills

08.06.06



thirdlies

therein uneven and unreal
sharp marble which therefore invades plausibles
such ham and legs as experienced by 
preserved fish a prominent merchant
therefore cascades and clarinets blinging
thereafter kipples roosing vaulted 
trills lattice stairs glissade(s) &
thirdlies

08.08.06

henceforth capillaries

henceforth whereof the capillaries
denounced by an impure section of life
therefore rafts with creatine banks
knife pronounced pure suction
thereby forthwith creating a ban
on all rat lifts forks
therefore capes thieves & gloves

08.08.06



Version 2.1

since heretical pillows cumulus cumin
thwarted min'd s juice wherein souls shoes
enhanced therefore embroiled our clamps
& gone into the water of worm marrow 
rapture rather raptor terrors heretical friction
damped as terrible fictions herebyed tourists
therein banished spoons worn waiters
there four causing narrow wharf minced
capsules former groves to cum un mauved.

08.10.06

fishes

go into the water ( if you want )
therein felt rice stupor lying bushes
therefore soothing melting shotgun echoes
wanted what nothing ghosts
goods all directed underground
bread thereafter fog detected
therefore dead fishes slowbog stupid liars

08.11.06



awake'ning doth

read fishes first below the pies and pliers
where dead dishes sea red in the swum
therefore porridge sunburnt pelts
begeteth awake'ning propells
nor nose into a slanted noose
where you perchance a strom doth swell
onward interwoven hosts

08.13.06

incript

medial incript reviveth nuance
vents citations within benders
new science begeth therefore thrice dynamos
retorts torpedoes to tuesday’s watch
as ever millions peer from box
from locked mileage where fevers
switched to taday's torpid reports
dynamic rice wherefore since few
fended within trunks reciting pavement
new reverence with medieval scripts

08.16.06



bird recognition

medical conscript forthwith askance
recognized as fish-hawk describing appearance
vice counties fulmur waders
nor since begets rice therefore
pelical plummages migrationed toward
steer/age
if even once steers from hoax
coaxed as flighty persistent creatures 
of colorized moodswings
which toadstools or pities portals
display opening portending all those
tail-streaming alarm notes
when shrunken inner sings meant
colonized.

08.17.06

bird recognition 2

ring it baby ring it big bluesman sing
wherein the geyser farce
liareth in conspicously as the red-necked phala-rope 
salived reliving black cat boned belief in
crooked souls & breaded trills
between breeded hemispheric kee-ars
bloated one-legged deformities i.e. pigeon-toed
unwound undead unread unbound
i love ya baby but i don't understand your evil ways
ya keep on buggin me baby you're gonna drive me inta my grave
parched fiction & marrow worm(ed) 
when the party's over.

08.23.06



bird recognition 3

aloft & oblique orders
they the majestic primal magic perched
along maury cross main route leap-frong 
behavior
ever upward nor imagined outer
creature dropped yellow flaring imagery
sought collected schema napkin traced 
corpsacal chit-chit-chit
lateral therefore textured
& very tamed
young less sandy curlew-hatched green/brown spots
silent seeds tu-whit
knife’s cipher & scissors fish.

08.23.06

bird recogniton 4

mixed codex however canyon
wild-breasted opalated poison
within daphoraso draconian featherings
powdered melodies abject socket
spread the most separate head/necks of sooty brown
not nature jewel-hunted thin knives proxied doth
pent spoons radix as ascent
nurtured decent floopings inda?dosage colabrated whitish 
arc ticks cra tocks rump only barred
therefore muster narrrative hypnosis
within the flock

08.23.06



4 backs and eyeglass
seeps laws

seeps translucent scents
when continued to run hearing knowbody
un easy presence caught
full determined sensibility of limits
subjects in the rear view mirror
are nearer than they appear
bits of blood & shreds of shivers
atomic contraptions spawned tactical
menace me strapped schrap-anulled these
clump lamps and limps after
to create a sense of continuity fractured
so long as it finds the road to the heart
wreckage caged 
beast-song longing
rupture mustered
rays of hardened smoke-nods gesturing 
fields of exclusive pans of controversy 
wrapped in blobs & boobs of muscle acts
moons bent music knots
laws not men.



fish & skin

fish forth spilt horizons
split the raptured vertical fifth
white pow(d)er dreamt the mats of
opiated crayon boots
locked crynolined laces unpied
handless faces turned thus pre/cise
now gone preslice of secondly minute
clocks thus coded
as presents them selves wound un 
tomely strung tick frigo make abuzz
is tap tap tap tap 'round the brokeup head
new meoldy nor moist powers
me lod sp the brop of begets n.g. back door
sign  tha' says color only 
how many shades can fit in one box
they spark slant shunt and droop
these litaniousities & back to the head
the heads shi -up shi-boom shibam
again the up&down o' whimpers
stories bluster barriers
& skin.

08.26.06



unwound fictions 1

stole toward the maximal fracus
wherein the geyser farce
laid waste the terrain of bottlefields
& illuminated the crub from above
our star could not prdict the pain inflicted by
crooked souls & breaded trills
embattled nay embroiled in legislative regulations
attached to attache cased troiblings 
gone off to war believing i was doing best
unwound undead unread unbound
beneath a dangling silent sword
parched fiction & marrow worm
mo(u)rning where there was no day

unwound fictions 2

aloft & oblique orders
were given at the dinner table
thanks but already have my borders
effects of downed civilians 
grey/downy dispersals
ever upward nor imagined outer
mood existed outside said realitease
depraved in taste & nualutionary (w)reck/less
ness
lateral therefore textured
night within the birth of empire's collapse
oh sudsy was the bishop's dish
an unknown future filled with pasts
all eaten were the hearts of men atop
knife’s cipher & scissors fish

08.26.06



declarations

branches of nerves severe the branches
decloak revellers post hasties
a hang of it faltering randomness
declared east the refuse of declarations
independent ranchers riches never
reused at least their clarity as
a quick flickering of candles
wastes postal veils soaked
with a bang against the whimpers

08.29.06

lucky search crushed
 
 
quickly never floating
     money
                 walketh oaken
                (f) alters
 
brazen pith fight incarnationed
as clownbird
refuse lingering portals limp
here for a mere $40 to eat say per day
glasshards holey shoes & fondly come
safely against        "war & rumors
 of        .....         deposits
                 clarified as butter
is to a lucky search
crushed. 
 
 
09.03.06



dew eyed red man ( for dewey redman )
 
unveils east of  shortcut score
head/coach loosed reins 
fell short
       vast
             versus
                   versatile
                             vein(e)s
pierced eligible whiskers 
strung most villainous keys
unless levelled
battened
advertised brand of toastados
per flick   (slick)     super quicker
                      (stick) uh       d..k
privateyesaytion
in the deep end meant
polyband female-trumpeteer
deweyed red-man    sack-o x's
dances with the okeh years
nests now with gone out now with
the merciless
theme 
 
 
09.03.06



clear science

clear perfect list of names
teeth-bath and debit (wait
this is #'s magic number)

between panting $ yonder
and dollars wonder & combed
combines(d) these drs ina snatch

clear mess in aug all good con  /  science
names perfect gist of ear-death (deaf
de bit de bait &  beefdepth 

09.13.06



cutting hymn 

cutting hymn cock-stared
since goods between fogs of wars
are just egg/talk yiz-slides & tears
a few minutes gone buy peculiarly

wonders between rants &
toastcrat comtails
& mukcon presculpted party favors 

doubts both embers between watts
twat-cave stomming sheets o' sragic gourds

catch splotch between seance sensed
spoke something to devoted subjects
'bout token angels spewing elegies o' bush 
while

grist nor games between nests
stalked the stranded swagger.



clocks star(e)s

citizen your mind is the cause observed

                (f)locked
                &
                looked
                        booked -  classifier ,  grouper 

the only guiltless hands are   ( frocked )

stairs cooked crooked   -  be they all crooks?
                       &  blocked

the wounds of nature are private yet

frogs scar(e)s partly flavors
blorch haunted croaker

rocks brooks -  come this way footsteps
angels strangle  token sauce
      there is no personal peril to unarmed animals 

in these parts.



In To

into the left break fast 
at or in 2 streets from the junkie 
town
mollusk retreads
bible cricles snapping of  earnestness
held & felt no matter who it is that follows
as a thing spent
unreal..

10.11.06



in and

*
out

this bastard rain
ruins page one

an

inner urge   anchors 
judgement for even
a standard evening
&
even a good joe
thin from tobacco-life &
urgent
to be therefore the next 
time  

on time

now cannot divine fortune's mis-
tress
with his song.

10.12.06



What

what is sanity?
look at
that notable sois veux fare
he said
unnutably

where
were
morphed
glissandos before professional men
jetisoned
from here
to there

gorgeously fed up

with

the whole thing.

10.12.06



other verse held near

moi discussed above
       construction   at that point
quarrels painted the heart
variously where other verse held near
the crowded out 
    as it is  balm-like betideled 
where hence ventured
the thicket
& lost tween sceptre's kiss
       well fought     was as if  spectre
traced
vague lines within unbridled
rambles
such as it is

10.17.06



one all the same

it's
all the same
to me
all the same  faces thoughts reprints
crooks        like a 
scene in the book
but not in the film
where the thunder lashed & the mts. roared
yet all the same
    in any case
               the muddy gore of banks & manufacturers
repairs to venture forth & boys becoming men
it's all the same
                   autumn
                   streets
                   coat
                   damp
                       quaint little bldings
     lessons to be learned
       & "victory to the worthy race" 

   whether i
lurch or slouch  
soar or fall
curse or weep
              it's all the same.

10.17.06



i found myself still raining

i found myself
still    raining at dawn
photos in many books
all showed this
here i was crossing the street
beneath the arches
perspective nearly gone
when i found myself
still raining at dawn
more endurance
than failure
seemed to keep me dry
tho
         before the sirens hit my ears
& before it seemed there were no panes left untouched
                         or
                      under
                  ash & guts
i spat a noisy aria out into the street
caught myself bathing in geometry
filling like a well of well intentioned lies
marginally
found myself
          grainy ore
                  blank suds
                           raining at dawn

links caught golden rays  bursting into my heart
&
then i awoke
new sun through   wet leaves.

october 2006



construed here

construed here
still leaves
traces
    true con struct
              where( ) 
fraught trace of truce
              ovule the seagulls dive
                  scavengers one-all
                     eating the same 
        seed   concede fault admit that 
             it         is
      like turning doves to pigeons
            all lies    commit loot
here scene as fade to ......
b
l
a
c
k
except within lines lies
mined are kept as wind
breathes thru
the
house.

october 2006



tore perifery
 
 
   tore perifery guess stalled
       where stood
an old street by the coast
     blue as ever the fiduciary
seemed blue as any sky
that reflected in
                the sea
blue
          the pilot embryo embroidered
       like a fine tuned
wallop
floericked mit um  bouwerner 
  und vogelbestimmen
       powered experience over many years
pertaining to vision
within
     the easy stoic noble               
 slept
 
11/06



still spoke
 
 
still
spoke your vocabulary
ideal yet interrupted
heavy
weight
or
freight or
positions of regarded trust
or mere burlesques
where
vaults troves thrive
like flug dyce lem
like times tables & notes
on time tables
like schedules thought found amongst whomever
like wine, like wind
like a satisfying series of endless tests
like weeks amongst the books
like rivulets
like the end of a series of tests
like manure
 
here is the place to stop
and
never anywhere else.
 
11.06



monks' death sweetened

monks'
sweet death that burnt breath down
       vocal
was the chillinwog that
soard fir
weeks
assuming harsh & tolerant guuberness
       strive
only as
stoves wilth change the  impotent fleet
passion that foamed from
redirected craftlight  
as
serial after cereal
the balls of chain relinked &
          thus far fair
coughed toward gd's discomforted
burn swine burn the
spines
of
books
       as fire
       or twilit smoke
               swindled fallen love hence 
                                  ruined horizons beckonith
                                           great & pleasing sound.

november 2006



book jolt

swine what thing
silent
blind &
tongueless
burn
like flag ice lemming limes
sweet splendid heaps of doorway mouthes
white tickets spun
around brooding mobiles
       steel this boot
is still no joke
wound
             like fleece notes gravy
at a loss for healthy speech
won - changed hands &
seal cards
no reform does make 
a rugged hiss.

november 2006



dust band

when gliveth in the gland of dust
silence blinks the hand
while every detail thick with rust
gets drunk on
both/and sand

then tuning in & tuning out
eclipsed both hope & mind
for forked forms
seem a natural means
either more nor moral find

then outside blinks the blather stick
& inside feeds the strand
as questions link the marrow's lick
&
silence winks the band.

november 2006



flag tongue

once glimpsed flogging a flag
vexed by cleanliness
wed to the hand of delegates
   prepared notes
where there were plenty of buffalo
unless
there were not
tho the former later became
ueven
despite sex boosters & locked in truthes
which always gave me trouble
until
an american woman & a prize fighter
knew how they should treat the situation
held in one hand
once lapsed wagging a dog
by its
tongue...

november 2006



since when by means of ( a pome of 3 5 line stanzas)

since when by means of
thence pense 
thrice the john doe religion
no family licensed conditions
silence details the song

grimace 
plastic camera's demise
while objects cintinue their lives
thru both barrels at once
like finding a seat in a movie

seams incease
so much better than pavement
the apathy of lust
every 5 ends prize fighting
inside out of site

november 2006



not word nor pictures penned (a pome in 3 stanzas of 4 lines each)

not word nor pictures penning worse
there riddled extent the bowlegs
never a memory as poor as this
nor clearly clean

when i wake and dress collapsing flesh
in spirit in spite of destined disguise
economics begin a straddled prox a
posit as if as is deposited in

the customer's always write
the lawsuit generally better
between the 2 vectors lie & truth (ah)
was once collapsed or culled

november 2006



there are

these people 
    who are these people    &
these people are
    these people
and they
ruin it themselves
in a single sentence
by being so
these people
uncommon others
who even to themselves
are uncommon &
even think
themselves
    these people
           as such     &

separate in society



seems spring

          forgot 
               how to begin
          those   who work
wrote
     broken fires in the dressing room
           searching for not(at)ions
on behalf of  the roof
we ate 
these       we tasted
them              we imagined
this      brilliant  action
their        homespun limb(o)s
the odd quintessential redemption

          that subordinates
and makes them quite valuable
as well as their

senseless
careless and
certainty utter refusal

                   to
                           refuse.



monk at the it

listening to monk at the it club
nasty hot down here
caught in dayfall
    street non-neon convulsed &
    druggling
                      this is the task
it's a clue
it glistens knots hasty mink
fraught & hail sleek noon to
bask in hiss & struggle
evening screwed to its(h)elf   like
        another chapter
           here cult heard writ fast & changed
                  aged thru hid /drunkard assphall(t)s
                            & no ones  fault
and no ones fever elf or other chip renewed
or other heretical results
another unwritten unheard past
renewed thru hinge & cage
no other ash or hidden salt anew
but for (t)hiss stopped/non(s)top
        poured concrete messages co-laspsed
                   time lapped & justified
    
        to be bled meat & over whelmed.
 
8/07



how did that happen ?
 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ (((?  & *>>>
in
a copse
the copula rested
how did that happen?
was an errror  in the counting stacks
remembering or not
she read
700 pages
pharaoh too drummers unity
proust that is
i don't sleep either but to read
   about it
and bourgeois lovers of art
shooo burt she whisltepurred
if the shoe fits
the word comes apart
like the chord comes apart
webbing 
does that sometimes
distrusting  dittos & ditties
like a real hacker
hacking miniscule pre-fabs
    like an
aggregate or assemblage of letters
like notes chromatic improv
improved by situations
guy's predominate rhapsody
rap sheet a miles long
i don't know i just do it
    he says    but
how did that happen?

 
8/07

x-msg://9/


vex-stopped
 
       |||||||||||||||

   vex-stopped
written on the grass
clean love
hardened by horizon'e edge
yet to go to yesterday
translating the air
doesn’t quite work
what a pleasure to have hands
to bring together songs without meanings
like abstract european scat
hand fulls of oxen
hampel, oxley
not exactly ab tra t e rope n scat
woke shifted knowing light has happened
abs cracked which your peas can't match
not quite abssstraccct euuuropeaaan scccattt
canyons constructed from free ways of dust
transliterating wavelengths
while searching for minors
doesn’t quite work
 while miners departed are crossing
the milk & searching for bodies
brings gravely sized flesh
 
footsteps.
 
 
8/07


